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PERSONS PRESENT: 

The conference attracted approximately 500 participants from government, academia, and the 

private sector, representing a wide range of disciplines and industries such as aviation, 
chemical, pharmaceutical, environmental, information, insurance, transportation, legal, nuclear, 
space, and buildings. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was represented by staff 
from the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards Director's Office, the Risk Task 
Group, the Division of Waste Management, the Division of Industrial and Medical Nuclear 
Safety, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory 
Analyses (CNWRA). The complete roster of participants is available in electronic form in the 

conference proceedings volume distributed in a compact disk. Proceedings may be obtained 
from the authors.  

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF TRIP: 

The International Association of Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management organizes 
and hosts conferences as forums for engineers and scientists that explicitly use probabilistic 
methods in the design and safe operations of engineered systems and facilities. Thus, the 

objective of staff attending this conference was to keep up to date with the latest developments 
in risk technology systems and processes including the use of probabilistic methods as tools for 
decision making and also share our experience with the technical community in the design and 

use of probabilistic methods. Staff presented four papers and chaired two sessions.  

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT POINTS: 

Four papers were presented by staff on (i) a methodology for preclosure risk assessment, 
(ii) assessment of aircraft crash frequency, (iii) mean-based sensitivity and uncertainty 
importance measurements, and (iv) a partitioning method to identify important parameters. In 

general, the presentations generated useful discussion among attendants. Also, two sessions 

were chaired by staff on (i) sensitivity and importance analysis methods and (ii) practical 

applications of expert judgements. Staff attended sessions on probabilistic safety assessment 

methods, risk-informed regulation of nuclear materials and waste, sensitivity and importance 

analysis methods, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis for nuclear waste systems, selection of 

uncertain input parameter values, quantitative estimation of uncertainty in practical operations, 
software reliability, human factor analyses, and safeguards.
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The similarity of risk assessment methodologies across the diverse industries was quite 
noticeable. However, fine differences were noted during applications specifically in data 
assembly, assessment of uncertainties, and diverse software tools. There seems to be an 
increasing trend in trying to differentiate between uncertainty due to lack of knowledge 
(epistemic uncertainty) and uncertainty due to the intrinsic stochastic variability of the system of 
interest (aleatory uncertainty). In at least one presentation, the mean consequence curve was 
obtained using only the aleatory uncertainty while the epistemic uncertainties were used to 
develop the uncertainty bands around the mean curve.  

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES: 

CN'•NRA staff made four presentations, which are summarized below.  

In the talk A Methodology for Preclosure Risk Assessment for a Geologic Nuclear Waste 
Repository, R. Benke described a methodology to investigate risk-based performance 
measures during the preclosure period and evaluate the facility's reliance on structures, 
systems, and components that are important to the safety of the proposed geologic nuclear 
waste repository. An example risk assessment using point estimates of the frequencies, 
probabilities, and parameters was presented.  

In the talk Assessment of Aircraft Crash Frequency During Take off and Landing at an Airport, 
A. Ghosh presented estimates of the frequency of aircraft crash while taking off or landing at an 
airport, using methodologies suggested by the NRC and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).  
A characterization of uncertainties associated with the estimated effective area of a facility and 
the crash frequency was developed by Latin Hypercube samples of impact angle and skid 
distance of a crashing aircraft, and a comparison between NRC and DOE results was drawn.  

In the talk A Partitioning Method for Identifying Model Parameters, 0. Pensado described a 
simple but powerful technique that can be used to identify the most important parameters in a 
complex stochastic model. The technique was applied to the results derived from the NRC 

Total-system Performance Assessment code, using the peak of the mean dose as the 
performance metric, and the most important input parameters affecting this metric were 
identified. The results were consistent to those derived using more complex methods, such as 
those discussed by S. Mohanty in his presentation.  

In the talk Mean-based Sensitivity or Uncertainty Importance Measures for Identifying Influential 
Parameters, S. Mohanty discussed two sensitivity (or uncertainty importance) measures 
particularly relevant to the disposal of high-level waste, referred to as performance-mean-based 
sensitivity measures. These two sensitivity measures were demonstrated using the NRC 

Total-system Performance Assessment code. Depending on the measure used, 15 or 20 out 
of 330 variables were identified as significantly contributing to the performance-mean-based 
sensitivities at the 95 percent acceptance limit. Ranking of the variables was guaranteed to be 
stable by using at least 700 samples to perform the ranking.  

A number of other presentations were particularly relevant to risk assessment work currently 
being conducted at the NRC and CNWRA. Brief descriptions of these follow.
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D.W. Esh (NRC) presented a talk on Numerical Confidence in the Results of Performance 
Assessment for a High-level Radioactive Waste Repository. In this talk, the impact of 
describing variability in the corrosion rates of nuclear waste packages of the proposed high
level waste repository due to epistemic or aleatoric uncertainty on the total-system performance 
assessment results was assessed. Recommendations were given for reducing the epistemic 
uncertainty to the extent possible and developing models to be as consistent as possible with 
the experimental data.  

M. McKay (LANL) presented the talk Approach to Sensitivity and Importance Analysis when the 
Output Variables are Functions. The technique developed by M. McKay permits studying the 
sensitivity of outputs that are functions of time to input data. The technique is based on 
principal component decomposition and applying sensitivity analysis methods to the coefficients 
of the principal components. The most important parameters determining the principal 
components can be derived in this manner.  

H. Rabitz (Princeton University) discussed the high dimensional model representation with 
applications in the chemical/physical sciences. In the high dimensional model representation 
method, input-output pairs are correlated by a high dimensional interpolator, using Sobol's 
expansion. The interpolator is a summary of the available data, and because it has a 
mathematical form argued to have physical sense, it is proposed to be used to perform 
sensitivity analyses. Several examples of the use of the technique in chemical/physical 
problems were presented.  

M.G. Stamatelatos (NASA Headquarters) presented the second plenary talk on Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment at NASA: Methods and Applications. Preliminary work on Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment started at NASA with the Apollo missions. Although the success rate was initially 
estimated at 20 percent, six out of seven missions were successful. NASA has come a long 
way since that initial work and uses Probabilistic Risk Assessment in many of its activities 
including nuclear payload missions, such as Galileo, Ulysses, and Cassini. NASA conducts 
generally scenario-based Probabilistic Risk Assessment with mostly in-house expertise.  
Additionally, NASA cooperates with other agencies such as NRC, NASDA, etc., on use of 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment. Probabilistic Risk Assessment studies include both human 
reliability and software reliability aspects. NASA has used Probabilistic Risk Assessment to 
develop a Risk-Informed Management Process, parallel to risk-informed regulations.  

J.R. Fragola presented a talk on An Application of the Probabilistic Risk-Based Design (PRBD) 
Process to Mars Sample Return Missions. Although any earth entry vehicle will be 
automatically sterilized upon entering the earth's atmosphere, NASA estimates that there is one 
in a billion chance of escape of contamination of size 2 pm. NASA conducted risk analysis 
using both fault tree and event tree methodologies simultaneously with the design of the system 
for sample return. Risk team is an integral part of the design team.  

G.D. Wyss presented a talk on Uncertainty Analysis for the Cassini Space Mission.  
Radiological risks associated with the mission during launching and subsequent flying by the 

Earth were considered. Latin Hypercube Sampling analysis was used to study the variability 
and uncertainty associated with the parameters. Stratified sampling using importance sampling 
was used for weather data based on observed wind directions.
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S. Hirchberg made a plenary presentation on Risk Assessment in Sustainable Development 
Project. The presented used video clips to communicate risk information to various agencies in 
China. The presentation was viewed as highly very effective in conveying technical information 
to the management staff in various agencies.  

N. Eisenberg presented a talk on the development of a risk communication course on Food 
Safety. In his presentation, he discussed how risk communication is different from general 
communication. The difference arises from the need to use probability and statistics in risk 
communication. Because the topic is very sensitive to public perception, one can draw a 
similarity with the waste disposal issue.  

The session on practical applications of expert judgements chaired by S. Mohanty drew a large 
audience, reflecting the level of interest in the issues related to sparse data and how expert 
judgements can be used quantitatively. Topics included (i) Practical Application of Expert 
Judgment in Assessing Operational Experience for Generating Reliability Data; (ii) Application 
of Expert Judgment Derived from a Benchmark Exercise in the Quantitative Risk Assessment 
of Chemical Installations, (iii) Dependence between Experts-Empirical Results, and (iv) Using 
Risk as a Basis for Nuclear Proliferation Decisions. Several from the audience remained 
convinced that the quantitative estimates of dependence between experts was only an 
academic exercise, without much practical applications at this stage.  

B. Sagar chaired a session on Sensitivity and Importance Analysis Methods. Three papers 
were presented: (i) A Sensitivity Analysis Technique for Uncertainty, Risk, and Reliability 
Analysis Based on Iterative Quasi-monte Carlo Sampling Which Described an Application of 
Importance Sampling for Estimating Low Probability Consequences; (ii) Using Sensitivity 
Analysis to Support Robust Adaptive Planning which described the use of sensitivity coefficients 
in controlling behavior of time-dependent systems; and (iii) A Partitioning Method for Identifying 
Important Model Parameters, summary of which has been provided earlier.  

IMPRESSIONSICONCLUSIONS: 

Attendance to the conference supported the objective of keeping up to date in the state of the 
art in Probabilistic Safety Assessment methods, and their use in decision making. There was a 
noticeable cross-over trend in the use of risk assessment techniques across diverse disciplines.  
For example, aerospace programs are adopting methods long used by the nuclear industry.  
Similarly, the medical, construction, and railway industries are also progressing towards using 
these methodologies in their activities.  

Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management (PSAM) 6 showed considerable 
improvement over PSAM 5 in terms of the addressing issue is waste disposal. This 
improvement is the result of the suggestions made by S. Mohanty at the PSAM 5 and the direct 
involvement of B. Sagar in planning PSAM 6. Unfortunately, some of the papers, especially 
from Europe, were repeat presentations. The organizers of the future conferences have 
agreed to pay more attention to this problem.  

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED: 

None.
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PENDING ACTIONS: 

None.  

RECOMMENDATIONS:

By disseminating CNWRA work among peers, we gather feedback to stimulate improvements.  
Attending PSAM also allows us to be better informed of the state of practice in various 
industries, and improve our skills in the use of risk assessment as a decision making tool.  
Therefore, attending this conference supports the Strategic Plan goals and strategies of 
(i) maintaining safety, protection of the environment, and the common defense and security; 
(ii) increasing public confidence; and (iii) making NRC activities and decisions more effective, 
efficient, and realistic. Consequently, it is recommended to continue attending future PSAM 
conferences.  
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